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ABSTRACT: lncreasing ofacting frequency ofpower steering systems in cars causes the difficulties 
in registering of phenomena proceeding between tire and roadway. Modem sensors give new 
measuring possibilities, including in their range the frequencies caused by the above mentioned 
appliances. Increasing of measurements frequency causes increasing of registered signals' noises, 
limiting signals' legibility. Usage ofsignal filtration multiplies legibility ofaccelerations signals and 
limits to minimum losing ofessential data contained in the signal. 
ln this papet there is described the influence of tiltration with Chebyshev tiltet of 4-th and 6-th 
orders on accuracies of car movement parameters measurements carried out with acceleration sensors 
and piezo-gyroscopoe. Road tests were verified by measurements of path traveled by car and its 
instantaneous speed. There were carried aut the signals statistical analysis and determined measuring 
accuracy of designed appliance basing on comparison of measured path, speed and acceleration 
values. 
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1.INTRODUCE
Within framework of cooperation of Institute of Forensic Research in Kraków and Chair ofBasics 
of Machine Design of Poman University of Technology there were designed and manufactured the 
integrated sensors module (ISM) based on acceleration microchips and piezo-gyroscope. 
Acceleration sensors are made in technique iMEMS (integrated Micro Electro Mechanical System) 
with accelerations sensor in which inertial mass, reacting to acting input function, changes the 
cap11citor's capacity and generates proportional voltage signal [2, 11). And piezo-gyroscope by piezo­
elem1111t distortion generates voltage reflecting angular velocity to which sensor is subjected [ 11). 
Making use .of acceleration sensors and piezo-gyroscope, for determining of vehicle movement 
kinematical properties [5, 6, 7, 8, 9), involved determining their measuring accuracy. Quantitative 
assessment of found braking process characteristics were done by verification of these characteristics 
with additional measurements, length of traveled by vehicle path and by vehicle speed value in given 
time interval. 
Measuring syslem, besides ISM, includes the card NC cooperating with software for data 
archiving and enabling archiving them with given frequency up to I 000 Hz. lncreasing of measuring 
frequency causes increasing of evident noises leading to loosing of acceleration characteristics 
legibility during road tests. There was taken tria) of counteraction against those phenomena using 
digital filters. And there was checked the influence of digital Chebyshev lilter 4,th and 6-th order and 
Kalman fifter described in [7). 
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